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Abstract
Software testing is a way of finding errors from the system. It helps us to identify and debug mistakes, errors, faults and failures of
a system. There are many execution & methods emerged since the concept of software development emerged. The aim of testing is
to make the quality of software as efficient as possible.in this paper we discuss most widely used techniques and strategies. Where
they can be used and how they can be used. How they work and how they differ (from each other).They are the following. Execution
Techniques: Black Box Testing, White Box Testing, And Grey Box Testing. Strategies: Unit Testing, System Testing, And Acceptance
Testing. In this paper, testing techniques and tools have been described.
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the system is not bug free. Effective test ensure improvement in
the quality of software and help to minimize ratio of errors.

I. Introduction
Software testing is a verification process for the assessment
of software quality and a process for achieving that quality.
An important activity of software development. It is old as the
development of the software.
To determine the quality of software it depends upon how the
software system is tested. Organizations and testers suggest giving
30-40% of their resources (time and budget) on testing. To achieve
high level of reliability, maintainability, availability, security,
Survivability, portability, capability, efficiency and integrity the
system must need to be properly tested. Software testing give us
an absolute guarantee that the system work as specified. Critical
and modern software system must need to be correct and provide
as much functionality as specified. Testing is in the vast interest
of developer, tester, organization and end user. There are many
software testing techniques and strategies that are used for testing.
Which we discuss in our paper.

D. Verification
To ensure that the software provides the required functionality.
Verification is done when the development process starts.
Verification is done at the starting of the development process. It
includes reviews and meetings, walkthroughs, inspection, etc. to
evaluate documents, plans, code, requirements and specifications
Verification main goal is to meet the requirements which is
specified. Verification basically questioned, Are we building the
product right?
E. Validation
Validation ensure that we are evaluating the required software as
specified by user. Validation can be done during the development
process or when development become complete. Determining if
the system complies with the requirements and performs functions
for which it is intended and meets the organization’s goals and user
needs. Validation questioned Are we building the right product?

II. Methods and Material
1. Objective of software testing

2. Literature Review
Software testing a much activity of software development life
cycle. It ensure us that the system will provide the required
functionality. For this purpose many different software testing
techniques and strategies are used. These techniques are White
box, Black box and Grey Box testing. Using Black box the tester
test the requirements and final result. Using White box the tester
test source code/internal design. While testing with gray box, it
combines the advantages of both white and black box testing.
Unit testing is testing that test only small units. Different integrated
modules are tested using integration testing. While to test the
system as a whole is done by System testing.
In this paper we compare and discuss these techniques and
strategies that which one is to be used in which condition. We
discuss them in great details.

A. Detection
Through detection all the insufficiencies, errors, flaws and
failures present in the system are identified. Detection define the
capableness and limitations applied on its functionality, quality of
every component the system have, the products which works and
the overall system. For the detection of errors, faults and failures
several times testing is to be performed on the system with wrong
input to ensure what will happened and what should not.
B. Prevention
An information providing us details about preventing and to reduce
the errors and number flaws for the purpose to Elucidate overall
specification and required performance of system. It defines us
the causes because of which error occurs and preventing them
from occurring in future.

3. Software testing techniques

C. Quality improvement:
“Quality cannot be achieved by assessing an already completed
product”. In critical environments the unreliability and poor
quality of a software system can kill and can cause disasters. If
© 2013, IJARCST All Rights Reserved

A. Black box testing
A software testing technique which play an important role in
software testing. While performing black box testing, tester
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don’t have any knowledge of internal design and no access to
source code. Tester have only knowledge of system architecture.
This technique is to be used to ensure that all inputs needed by
the system is accepted in specified manner and provide correct
output.
Most widely known black box software testing techniques are
the following.
1) Boundary value analysis
There is a possibility that the system may be fail on boundary.
Because there are chances of error that the programmer done at the
boundaries of equivalence classes. That why this techniques focuses
on edges or values that are chosen at extreme boundaries.

Fig. 1 : Different forms of Black Box Testing

2) Equivalence partitioning
This techniques help us to reduce the number of test cases.
This techniques basically works on dividing the program input
domain based on input values into equivalence classes. Test case
are generated from these equivalence classes which are derived
from the input domain.

Advantages
• Testing is totally based on user’s point of view.
• Tester and programmer are independent from each other.
• For large code segments it is the most efficient.
• No code accesses are required.

3) Orthogonal Array Testing
Orthogonal array testing is a statistical way of testing.it is used
where the input domain is very small and helps to reduce the
number of test combinations. Variable is represented by columns
and test cases is represented by rows.
4) Fuzzing
Fuzzing is a black box testing technique that is developed by
Barton Miller in 1989 at university of Wisconsin. This technique
is based on feeding random input to application. Fuzz testing
technique can be used to find implementation bugs.in automated or
semi-automated session fuzz test use malformed/semi-malformed
data injection.
5) Graph based testing
Black box testing technique which starts by creating a graph. The
graph is created from input modules.an
identifier is given to input modules. Through graph a connection
is established between effect and its causes.

Disadvantage
• Not well suited and efficient test.
• There are chances of duplication of tests that are already
tested by programmer.
• Test cases are difficult to design without clear
requirements.
• Some parts that are at back end are not tested at all
B. White box testing:
This technique is also known as Structural Testing or Code-Based
Testing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The main focus of this testing
technique is on investigation the internal logic and structure of
source code.it can be applicable at integration, unit and integration
levels. Using this technique it is most important and necessary
for a tester to have complete knowledge of source code [13, 14,
15, 16].
Most widely known white box software testing techniques are
the following.
1) Desk checking
Desk checking is a manual way to check the logic of programs.
This test is usually done by the programmer using pen and paper
to records the result of the test.

6) All Pair Testing
A sort of black box technique in which the purpose of test cases
is to execute all discrete combinations which are possible for
input parameter of each pair.to cover all the pairs we need to use
a number of test cases.

2) Code Walkthrough
It is a form of peer review in which review process is leaded by
programmer and to spot errors other team member’s questions
about the system.

7) State Transition Diagrams (or) State Graphs
A brilliant tool which is used to capture several types of system
requirements and documented internal system design. This tool
is also used to test state machine and to navigate GUI (graphical
user interface).

3) Formal inspection
To find errors in code and design this formal, economical and
efficient technique is used. Led by third party contractor. This
technique is the most formal one. Its main goal is to detect faults,
side effects and violations.
4) Control Flow Testing
A fundamental and effective technique for all software. This is
applied to almost every software.it is based on the structure of code
coverage that is referred to the amount of program which has been
tested. The criteria/target of this technique is 100% coverage.
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5) Basis Path Testing
To evaluate logical complexity [17, 18, 19] of procedural design
this technique will be used. For testing each path of code which
are independent is taken for testing. Flow graphs will be used to
represent control flow in program.

2) Matrix Testing
In this technique the project static report is stated.
3) Regression Testing
Regression testing implies running of test cases. If new changes
are to be made in the system.

6) Data Flow testing [10, 11, 12]
To know how about the program variables are defined and used
this technique use the control flow graph.

4) Pattern Testing
To verify that the application is good for its design and architecture.
This technique will be used.

7) Loop Testing
In loops error mostly occur nearly at the beginning and end. This
technique focuses on the validity of loop construct (is there any
possibility that loop successfully ends).

Fig. 3 : Different forms of Grey Box Testing
Advantages
• This testing technique totally done test from user point of
view rather than from designer point of view.
• Efficient test scenarios are design by tester.
• Whenever possible gives both the benefits of white-box and
black-box testing.
• Reasons about implementation are carefully given by
developer.

Fig. 2 : Different forms of White Box Testing
Advantage
• Best technique for code optimization.
• Execution must be required for every loop and their body.
• Hidden code errors are exposed by removing extra lines of
code.
• To maintain validity internal data structure are be
exercised.

Disadvantages
• Paths of many programs remain untested when using this
technique.
• If a test is already done by designer then the test become
redundant.
• Because of the unavailability to access source code cause
limit the test coverage.

Disadvantage
• Costly because a fully skilled tester is needed.
• The cases which is omitted in code are missed out.
• It is very difficult to find out the hidden errors by looking
at every bit of code. This may create problems and result in
failure of software.

Table 1 : Comparison between three forms of testing techniques
Sr White box
No. testing
1.
This technique
is suited for
algorithm.

C. Gray box testing
This is testing technique in which there is little knowledge of
internal work of application. This technique is language and
platform independent. Grey box combines the benefits of white
box and black box testing. To design test cases it use algorithms
and internal data structure less than white box testing but more
than black box testing.
Grey box=white box + black box, To test a piece of software
against it specification but having some knowledge of internal
working this technique will be used. Widely used in integration
testing but it can also applied to most testing phases.
Most widely known grey box software testing techniques are the
following.

2.

3.

1) Orthogonal Array
This testing technique use as subset of all possible combinations.
This is systematic and statistical.
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Black box testing Gray box
testing
This technique
This technique
is not suited for
is not suited
algorithm.
for algorithm
testing.
Tester must have Tester only
Tester only
full knowledge
need know
need partial
of internal
about analysis
knowledge
working.
fundamental
of internal
aspects i.e. no
working.
knowledge of
internal work
required.
In this technique In this technique In this technique
granularity is
granularity is low. granularity is
high.
medium.
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4.

5.

6.

This technique
is also known
as Code-based
testing, Clearbox testing and
structural testing.
This testing
technique is
performed by
testers and
developers.

This technique
is also known
as Closed-box
testing and data
driven testing.

This testing
technique is
performed by
testers and
developers and
end user.
This testing
This testing
technique is most technique is least
time consuming time consuming
and exhaustive. and exhaustive.

This technique
is also known
as translucent
testing.

•
•
•

It is time consuming.
Using this system and integration errors may be missed.
Writing good test cases are too difficult.

B. Integration Testing
To merge software module and to test them as group is known
as integration testing. This testing is between system and unit
testing.
This technique uncover errors as well as construct program
structure at same time. The goal of this technique is to test the
interface between modules/units.
Different integration testing techniques are the following.

This testing
technique is
performed by
testers and
developers and
end user.
This testing
technique is
somewhere
between two.

1) Top down integration
To construct program structure this incremental approach is used.
Start from top most module and progress through lower modules.
to integrate and test all the modules the process repeat itself.

III. Results and Discussion
Software Testing Strategies

2) Bottom up integration
Start testing from the innermost unit of application and moves
up.to test the overall application as single unit integration continues
until all modules are integrated.

A. Unit Testing
The smallest testable part (i.e. procedures, interfaces, functions
and classes) of an application is known as unit. This unit are tested
to determine are they are ready to use? System and integration level
are its complements.it can be done mainly as well as automatically.
Software developer write and execute unit test to make sure that
it behaves as expected in design and specification.to identify and
fix errors test cases for all methods and functions are written. Unit
testing is done by developers.
Different integration testing techniques are the following.

3) Big bang testing
This is a non-incremental approach. Start with combining all
components and test overall program and a set of errors as a whole.
This technique is infinite because errors occur after correction.
Disadvantage
• Difficult to debug errors.
• User have no access to application until late in development
cycle.
• Much throwaway coding are required.

1) Module Interface test
To check out that information is flowing in proper order in to the
program unit and out in proper order or not this method is used.

Advantage
• Testing is based on previously tested modules/units.
• Modules are separately tested.
• Testing is done by integrating previously tested modules.

2) Local data structures
This is used to check if the data which is stored temporarily are
stored proper and maintain integrity or not.

C. System Testing:
This type of testing is performed when system become complete
with its specified requirements. This testing doesn’t required
knowledge about source code. This is a series of different tests.
Purpose of this kind of testing is to exercise fully the application.
Each test which is to be performed on the system have different
purpose. This verify that system are properly integrated and able
perform required functionality.
Different system testing techniques are the following

3) Boundary conditions
To check the module boundary condition in order to make them
to run program properly at boundaries.
4) Independent paths
To ensure that all statements in a module are executed at least
once all independent path are to be tested.
5) Error handling paths
To ensure that errors are properly handled error handling paths are
to be applied after successful completion of various tests.

1) Recovery testing
This is a type of non-functional testing. The main purpose is to
force the software to make it fail to verify how much fast and how
much efficiently recovery is performed. If recovery is automated
for correctness of the system check pointing mechanisms, reinitialization, restart and data recovery are evaluated.

Advantages
• This testing is performed by application developer.
• It is very cost effective.
• To achieve high level structure of code.
• Less cost required to detect and remove error.

2) Security Testing
It ensure that there is no loopholes that cause a big loss. This
test to find all the loop holes and weakness that the system have.
Tester attack the system with customer software that are design
to breakdown the defense that the system have.

Disadvantage
• Using unit testing it is difficult to catch every bug in the
program. Because unit are tested separately.
www.ijarcst.com
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and internal code errors in order to remove extra lines of unwanted
code. Grey box testing is used to test interface and functional
specification. Unit testing is used for the software and hardware
units that are individual or related units that are grouped together.
Integration testing are to be used to test either software either
hardware components or combination of them for evaluation of
interaction between them. System testing is to be used to test
the system as a whole. We further explain and compare different
techniques and strategies. Such as Black-Box testing, WhiteBox testing and Grey-Box testing. We also compare Unit testing,
Integration testing and System testing.

3) Graphical user interface testing
Using this technique testing is performed on user Graphical user
interface to ensure that it meets as specified. This involves testing
screen controls like icons, menus, tool bars, buttons, menu bar,
windows and dialog boxes etc.
4) Compatibility testing
This is a non-functional testing. That is done to check the software
product Compatibility by running it on different operating systems,
networks, hardware, browsers and databases.
Advantages
• System is tested as a whole.
• To ensure that its meets the technical and functional
specification.
• Test is done in the environment that is close to the environment
where software is deployed.
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Disadvantages
• No knowledge of source code and system architecture.
• Test don’t have any knowledge of how system is
integrated.
• Time consuming.
Table 2 : Comparison between three forms of testing techniques
Sr
no

Unit testing

Integration
testing

System testing

1

Doesn’t occur
after or before
anything.
Pay attention
only to the
behavior of single
independent
modules.
Complex
scaffolding
means frame are
required.
Kind of white box
testing

Occur after unit
and before system
testing.
Pay attention to
integration among
different module.

Occur after
integration
testing.
Pay attention to
overall system
functionality.

Some scaffolding
means frame are
required.

Doesn’t
scaffolding
means frame
are required.
Kind of black
box testing.

2

3

4
5
6

Kind of both
white and black
box testing.
Test visibility of
Test visibility
code in detail
of integration
structure.
Start from module Start from
specification.
interface
specification.
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Doesn’t testing
visibility of
code.
Start from user
requirement
specification.

IV. Conclusion
This paper describes what is testing and what are the techniques
and strategies for software testing. Software testing is an activity
that executes software system to identify errors and determine
that it meets requirements. Provide a view of the system that
are independent. Risk which can be in the implementation of
software it allow the business not only to appreciate but also
provide understanding about risk. Black testing technique is to
be used where testing is based on user requirements and for large
code segments. White box testing is used to find implementation
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